
Homework 4: CoreData and TableViews
In Homework 4, you will write an app with a master-detail view, navigation controller, 
and a table view that is connected to Core Data. You will sort and filter the data, 
including using a map as a filter. You will adjust some Core Data parameters and 
explore some of the performance implications of those parameters.

Develop an app with the following elements:

1. A Core Data database (see below) with about 100k tweets annotated with user, 
hashtags, and geographic data.  The actual twitter data model is considerably more 
complex than this, but this is suitable for our purposes.

2. A master-detail view (create a project using the template)
3. The detail view contains an MKMapView
4. The master view contains a navigation controller, which in turn contains a table view 

controller with three static rows: Users, Hashtags, and Tweets.
5. The Tweets row segues to a new view with a table view on the bottom (showing all 

tweets, sorted by date, newest first), and some controls at the top. The controls 
include:
5.1. Filter: a text field that filters the table to show only those tweets containing the 

entered string. Blank shows all tweets.
5.2. Sort: a segmented button with "Newest" and "Oldest" which sorts the table by 

date with newest at the top or oldest, respectively.
5.3. Batch: a slider that varies an integer from 1 to 1000, used to set the batch size 

of Core Data queries for the table being viewed.
5.4. Filter by map: a button that will get the bounding lat-long rectangle from the 

map view, as currently configured by the user, and restrict the table to show 
only tweets whose geotag is within the rectangle

6. When looking at the Tweets view, the map should always show pins at the locations 
of the first 100 tweets in the table (unless the user has filtered by map).  This should 
update if the user sorts or searches.

When all this is working, experiment with the batch setting and observe the subjective 
responsiveness and frame rate of scrolling quickly down the tweet table view.

Extra credit: Users and Hashtags
For extra credit, add functionality to the Users and Hashtags parts of the master table 
menu: under Users, the map should always plot the first 100 tweets by the selected 
users, and under Hashtags, the map should always show the first 100 tweets containing 
the selected hashtags.  Both of these sub-menus should have the same controllers 
(search, sort, filter by map, etc.) as the Tweets menu does.  If you’re feeling even more 
ambitious, improve the map experience by providing a button to go to the user’s current 
location and a search field to find a location by zip or city name.
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Getting Started

Create a new Xcode project for iPad using the Master-Detail template. Be sure to select 
the "Core Data" option. Call the project whatever you like. Add a new subclass of 
UIViewController called TweetViewController. The filtering and sorting controls will live 
in TweetViewController.

Open the storyboard and change the table view in the master view to be a static table. 
Give it three rows and type the names "User", "Hashtags", and "Tweets". Next, drag a 
whole new UIViewController onto the canvas (don’t worry that it appears wider than the 
master view), and control-drag from the Tweets row to the new view controller. Select 
"Push." It should shrink to the width of the master view and be connected with a segue 
to the Tweets button. Arrange the controls in the upper portion of the new VC, and then 
drag a table view into the lower portion. Arrange the UI in a way that you find intuitive. 
Assign the class of the overall view controller to be TweetViewController. Add some 
outlets to TweetViewController.h for all the controls you added, and also the table view 
(call it tableView to make it compatible with some code we will paste in), and wire them 
all up (by going to the storyboard and dragging from the little yellow circle in the dock 
underneath the view controller onto a control and selecting which outlet to wire it to). 
Also set TweetViewController as the data source and delegate for the table view.

To show a tweet in the table, set it to Dynamic Prototype and configure the cell 
appearance. You could select one of the default appearances (like Detail), or create 
something nicer using a custom cell in interface builder. If you do the latter, it needs a 
class so that it can have properties for the UI elements you stick in there. If you do the 
former, then it just has textLabel and detailTextLabel properties, each of which 
has a text property to assign text.

Incorporating the Twitter Data Set
We have provided a set of captured data from the public Twitter timeline1.  To use this 
requires two components: the Core Data model, which specifies the data format, and 
the data itself.  In the set of steps below, we’ll assume that you’ve called your Xcode 
project HW4-TwitterMap.  You will need to substitute in your actual project name where 
appropriate.

Using the Core Data Model: Download the TwitterMap.xcdatamodeld file from 
the course web site and drag it into your Xcode project into the same group as your app 
delegate and other source files.  Be sure to select “Copy items into destination group’s 
folder.”  Right click on the Core Data model that the template created for you, 
HW4_TwitterMap.xcdatamodeld, and delete it.  Now open your AppDelegate.m and 
search for “HW4_TwitterMap”.  There should be two instances of this string.  Replace 
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bear this in mind and note that we do not endorse or condone any of the opinions expressed in the tweets 
contained in the data set.



both of them with “TwitterMap”, and now your app delegate will look for the given core 
data model rather than the one provided by the template.

Generate Code for the Model Classes: Click on TwitterMap.xcdatamodeld in 
Xcode. Tap on the canvas and hit CMD-A to select all entities.  Then, under the “Editor” 
menu, select “Create NSManagedObject subclass...” and put the files in the same 
directory and group as the rest of your classes.  Now you have CoreData-generated 
model object classes for Tweets, HashTags, and TwitterUsers.

Import the SQLite Database: Download the TwitterMap.sqlite file from the web 
site, and drag it into your project under “Supporting Files”. Again, copy it into the 
destination. Copy the code snippet given on the lsat page of this assignment into your 
app delegate, just before the application:didFinishLaunchingWithOptions 
method.  Finally, in that method, add a call to [self initializeDatabase];
as the first line of the method.

Dos & Don’ts:
• Do remember to link against the MapKit framework
• Do experiment with running this code on your device. The performance characteristics 

can’t be realistically simulated.
• Don’t try to sort the data yourself! Core Data is highly optimized for this sort of 

thing...let it do the heavy lifting!
• Do reuse code!  For example, your Master View Controller contains template-

generated implementations of lots of methods from the table view delegate, table view 
data source, and fetched results controller delegate protocols.  Copy and paste to your 
heart’s content!  Also, if you try to add the features for extra credit, your Hashtag and 
User view controllers will need fetched results controllers and all that good stuff.  
Reuse the code that the Xcode template generated for you wherever possible!

• Do access Core Data related objects through your app delegate.  For instance, you 
should be able to get your managed object context via the appropriate property on 
your application delegate.  This can you can get through 
(<YourProjectName>AppDelegate*)[UIApplication sharedApplication].delegate

• Do ask for help if you get stuck: we have discussion forums on the course webpage, 
there are lots of TA office hours, and you can contact the TAs and instructors via email 
if you have questions not appropriate for the forum.

• Do start early, so you have enough time to ask for help if you get stuck.  
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Code Snippet:
- (NSURL *)bundleDatabaseURL
{
    return [[NSBundle mainBundle] URLForResource:@"TwitterMap" 
withExtension:@"sqlite"];
}

- (NSURL *)documentDatabaseURL
{
    return [[self applicationDocumentsDirectory] 
URLByAppendingPathComponent:@"TwitterMap.sqlite"]; 
}

- (void)initializeDatabase
{
    NSFileManager *fileManager = [NSFileManager defaultManager];
    NSURL *toURL = [self documentDatabaseURL];
    
    if ([fileManager fileExistsAtPath:[toURL path]]) {
        // must already have copied it
        NSLog(@"Already have the data");
    } else {
        // copy our canned census database out of the resource bundle and into the 
Document directory
        NSURL *fromURL = [self bundleDatabaseURL];
        NSError *error;
        if ([fileManager copyItemAtURL:fromURL toURL:toURL error:&error]) {
            NSLog(@"Copied twitter data");
        } else {
            NSLog(@"Failed to copy from '%@' to '%@': %@",
                  fromURL,
                  toURL,
                  [error localizedDescription]);
        }
    }
}
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